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1852. Excerpt: ... 7. Steering Organs.--But
wings are not the only organs of flight with
which the Creator has fitted those animals,
to which he has assigned the air as the
theatre of their most striking and
interesting locomotions. They would be
like a ship at sea without a rudder, and be
altogether at the mercy of every wind of
heaven, had they no means to enable them
to steer their vessel through the fluctuations
of the viewless element assigned to them.
The eagle and the vulture would be gifted
in vain with the faculty of seeing objects at
a great distance, had they no other organ
than their sail-broad vans to direct them in
their flight. The same remark will apply as
well to the insect as to the bird, which
would in vain endeavour to discharge its
functions, unless it could steer its course
according to the direction of its will, and
the information furnished by its senses.
But, upon examination, we shall find that
God hath not left himself without witness
in this department, but hath furnished every
bird and insect with such an organ of
steerage as the case of each required; nay,
even amongst the beasts and the reptiles we
may discover similar means of directing
their motions, especially when they leap,
whether from the ground, or from tree to
tree. The caudal Jin, or tail of fishes, may
be regarded as belonging in some degree to
this head; but as this is also their principal
organ of locomotion, I thought it best to
consider it with the other fins. The
abdomen of many insects seems to serve
them as a rudder, being composed of
several inosculating rings formed each of a
dorsal and ventral segment; it is capable of
considerable flexion in almost all
directions; it can be elevated or depressed,
and turned to either side, so that it seems,
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in a great degree, calculated t...
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The Bridgewater Treatises - AbeBooks Jan 1, 2013 An extensive literature on the history of entomology (see
Literature Guide . However, preacher Kirbys emphasis was different in his 1833 two-volume Bridgewater treatise, On
the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God as Manifested in the Creation of Animals and in their History, Habits and
Instincts Bridgewater Treatises Power Wisdom Goodness God Manifested The book of nature. Boston: Wells &
Lilly, 1826. 8vo (22.9 cm, 9). 2 vols. I: xii, 435, [1] pp. II: [4], 443, [1] pp. . On the power, wisdom and goodness of
God, as manifested in the creation of animals, and in their history, habits and instincts. Philadelphia: Carey, Lea . (i.e.,
285) 15 plates. II, part 1: xii, 238 pp. 45 plates. II, part The Making of Institutional Zoology in London 18221836:
Part I 624 Items On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God (Volume 2 ) As Manifested in the Creation of
Animals, and in Their History, Habits, and Instincts by The Bridgewater Treatises: On the Power, Wisdom, and
Goodness IN THE CREATION TREATISE VII ON THE HISTORY HABITS AND INSTINCTS OF WILLIAM
KIRBY, M.A. IN TWO VOLUMES VOL II cEST, LA BIBLE A LA Hutchinsonianism, Natural Philosophy and
Religious Controversy in Kirby William, On the power, wisdom and goodness of God as manifested in the creation of
animals and their history, habits, and instincts (London, 1835), On the power, wisdom and goodness of God as
manifested in the Species were created by an omnipotent being, God, in their present form and with place it in its orbit
(thereafter, the planet followed the law of gravitation) (ii) to of volumes On the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God,
as manifested in the William Kirby, On the History, Habits and Instincts of Animals, and William The evolution of
honeycomb Darwin Correspondence Project On the power, wisdom, and goodness of God : as manifested in the
creation of animals, and in their history, habits, and instincts. New edition, edited by Thomas PRBM: GENERAL
MISCELLANY These publications derive their origin and their title from the Rev. On the Power, Wisdom and
Goodness of God as manifested in the Creation illustrating such by Thomas Chalmers (1833) (2) Chemistry,
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Meteorology, and Digestion, by William Prout, M.D. (1834) (3) History, Habits, and Instincts of Animals, by William
CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Bridgewater Treatises - New Advent On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of
God Vol.I: As manifested in the creation of animals, and in their history, habits, and instincts (The Bridgewater treatises
. of God, as manifested in the creat .. as Manifested in the Creation of Animals & in Their History, Habits & Instincts Treatise VII - Volume II ( Treatise 7 Volume 2 ). On the power, wisdom and goodness of God, as manifested in the
cm 7.125). [2] ff., pp. [ix]249, [1] p., [1 (errata)] f., [3 (ads)] ff. frontis., 2 plts. $1800.00 The first American illustrated
sporting book and the first American sporting book written by an American. . On the power, wisdom and goodness of
God, as manifested in the creation of animals, and in their history, habits and instincts. On the Power Wisdom and
Goodness of God as Manifested in the - Google Books Result Natural theology concerns knowledge of the existence
and attributes of God two booksthe book of Gods word (scripture) and the book of Gods works (nature). the power,
wisdom, and goodness of its Creator, as revealed by the scientific .. of God as Manifested in the Creation of Animals
and in Their History, Habits Ecological Aspects of Entomology During the 1800s - Wiley Online An Atlas of
Astronomy a series of seventy-two plates, with black cloth box (binding is a remnant) spine torn and coming free,
boards with open tears. . Treatise VII: On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as Manifested in the. Creation of
Animals and in Their History, Habits, and Instincts by William Kirby. Treatise The Principle of Plenitude and Natural
Theology in Nineteenth Volume: 2 Author: William Kirby Category: Fauna Length: 558 Pages Year: as Manifested in
the Creation of Animals and Their History Habits and Instincts. PRBM: NATURAL HISTORY On the Power,
Wisdom and Goodness of God, as manifested in the Creation, to be The following volumes were published in this
series: Rev. The Hand: Its Mechanism and Vital Endowments as Evincing Design, Peter Mark Roget, William Kirby:
On the History, Habits and Instincts of Animals, and William Prout, Sale on books god the animal paperback, Buy
books - Lyells Principles of Geology, volume 2, which Darwin received in the autumn of 1832 while is the Reverend
William Kirbys Bridgewater Treatise, On the Power,. Wisdom and Goodness of God as Manifested in the Creation of
Animals and in Their History, Habits and Instincts, which he read shortly after beginning his first Further proposals
about higher zoological nomenclature, and a 1 vol. A Treatise on the Manufacture of Porcelain and Glass, 1 vol.
Treatise 1 vol. Letters of Euler. Edited by Sir D. Brewster. 2 vols. Letters on Natural Magic. The Bridgewater Treatises
on the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God, as manifested in the Creation, containing1st Animals, their History,
Habits and Instincts. Between the Seventeenth and Twenty-First Centuries - Dialnet This is the first book-form
edition of the translation, following its original Philadelphia: Childs & Peterson, 1856. 8vo (23.5 cm, 9.25). 2 vols. I:
Frontis., add. engr. t. .. manifested in the creation of animals, and in their history, habits and instincts. Power, Wisdom
and Goodness of God as Manifested in the Creation series, On the Power Wisdom and Goodness of God as
Manifested in the Debate over Natural Theology II, no other markings. Vol. I: front hinge (inside) tender one leaf
with tear from lower margin, extending into text without loss. . ed.) Henrey, British Botanical and Horticultural
Literature, III, 829. . On the power, wisdom and goodness of God, as manifested in the creation of animals, and in their
history, habits and instincts. jeff weber rare book jeff weber rare books 178 Sep 21, 2008 On the power, wisdom and
goodness of God as manifested in the creation of animals and in their history, habits and instincts Book digitized by
Google from the library of Oxford University and uploaded to the Volume 2 The British Journal for the History of
Science Science and popular Bridgewater Treatises (7 of 12 volumes - Prout, Chalmers, Bell, Roget , Kidd, Treatise I:
On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as Manifested in in the Creation of Animals and in Their History,
Habits, and Instincts by William Kirby. Theology (1833) Third editions of Kidds Adaptation of External Nature to the
Emergent Evolution: Qualitative Novelty and the Levels of Reality - Google Books Result Although Lovejoys
approach to the history of ideas has been criticized,2 this .. Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God as Manifested in the
Creation. . natural theology, the emphasis on the extensive distribution of animal life did . book appeared. . in their
History, Habits and Instincts, 2 vols. 493-516 (507-511) D. Catalogue of Books, in the various departments of
science and - Google Books Result Jan 5, 2009 God as Manifested in the Creation (183336) were commissioned in 2
Each of the Treatises passed through several large editions, the Of the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as .. 13,
42-7 (42) and Kirby on instinct, Medico-Chirurgical Review (1835), 23, .. his habits, and on all his ways.47. The rise
and fall of Darwins second theory - Biology Learning Center The two volumes are copiously illustrated with 52
aquatint plates engraved by C. Apostool after .. (lacking list of subscribers) 44 (1 fold.) .. of God, as manifested in the
creation of animals, and in their history, habits and instincts. Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God as Manifested in the
Creation series, commissioned PRBM: SCIENCE I. On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested in
the Creation of Animals, and in their History, Habits, and Instincts. By William Kirbt, M. A. F.R.S. &c. 2 vols. of the
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general doctrine maintained and we have here and there met with illustrations that were ridiculous, from the nature of
our pre- vol. in. (183.5 Natural theology facts, information, pictures Treatise I: On the Power, Wisdom, and
Goodness of God, as Manifested in the in the Creation of Animals and in Their History, Habits, and Instincts by
William Kirby. The works here present are in various editions, and some in two volumes, (1880) The History of the
Parishes of Old Sodbury and of Little Sodbury, and of Philadelphia Rare Books: BIRDS we will focus on two
different issues dealt with in FPPs book: the concept of adaptation and the Theology, 1809), William Kirby (On the
Power, Wisdom and Goodness of. God, as Manifested in the Creation of Animals, and in Their History, Habits and
Instincts, 1837), or Charles Bell (The Hand: Its Mechanism and Vital The Monthly Review - Google Books Result In:
Z.-Q. Zhang (Ed.), Animal biodiversity: an outline of higher-level classification and survey of taxonomic richness, .
Kirby, W. (1835) On the power, wisdom and goodness of God as manifested in the creation of animals and in their
history, habits and instincts. Vol. 2. . ISSN 1179-7649 (print) ISSN 1179-7657 (online). PRBM: ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS Allen David E., The naturalist in Britain: A social history (London, 1976) Gunther .. Zoological journal, ii
(1825), 4245 Kirby W., On the power wisdom and goodness of God as manifested in the creation of animals and in their
history habits On the expectation of a volume every four months: Lardner D. to Swainson W.,
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